To further investigate the relationship between BRS and baroreflexmediated BP buffering, we set up a computer model of baroreflex BP control to simulate normal subjects and heart failure patients. Output variables for various randomly chosen combinations of feedback gains in the baroreflex arms were BP resonance, BP buffering capacity and BRS.
Introduction
In daily life, multiple processes perturb blood pressure. The duration of these challenges varies widely. For example, respiration makes blood pressure fluctuate with every breath (13) while physical or mental stress elevate blood pressure for minutes or even longer. The arterial baroreflex is a negative feedback mechanism that effectively buffers such incidental blood pressure fluctuations (11; 20; 21; 23). In negative feedback systems, feedback delay often causes resonance in a given frequency band; this is the price to be paid for effective buffering at other frequencies. Resonance in blood pressure (5; 8; 12; 31; 49) manifests in the form of the well known Mayer (22; 33) waves (beat-to-beat blood pressure oscillations with a frequency around 0.1 Hz / periodicity around 10 s). Effective baroreflex blood pressure buffering occurs below the Mayer frequency (10; 16).
Besides a sympathetic limb that modulates peripheral resistance, the baroreflex has also sympathetic and parasympathetic (vagal) limbs that influence cardiac contractility, venous return and cardiac rhythm. Usually, baroreflex functioning is characterized by baroreflex sensitivity (BRS). This index of baroreflex vigor is defined as the reflex-induced change in interbeat interval in ms per mm Hg blood pressure change (14; 34; 36; 44) . The prognostic value of BRS, and the favorable consequences of successful interventions with BRS, has amply been demonstrated (27; 28).
Little is known, however, about the representativeness of this index for the efficacy of blood pressure buffering. There are two reasons to be skeptical in this respect: 1) By definition -interbeat interval change per unit blood pressure change -BRS is bound to characterize baroreflex mediated effects on the heart, while the baroreflex buffers blood pressure mainly by controlling peripheral resistance (2; 30);
2) Oftentimes being assessed in the Mayer frequency range of spontaneous heart rate and blood pressure fluctuations (15; 39) , BRS might represent resonance-rather than buffering baroreflex characteristics.
We addressed these skepticisms by simulations with a hybrid mathematical model of baroreflex blood pressure and heart rate control, composed of hemodynamic elements that are evaluated on a beat to beat basis, linked to a time-continuous modeled neural control part. By changing some parameter settings the model mimics physiological as well as pathological hemodynamic and autonomic conditions. By simulating with various gain combination values, we quantified the role of the sympathetic and parasympathetic gains in the three baroreflex limbs for blood pressure variability and heart rate variability under physiologic and pathologic conditions. From the obtained systolic blood pressure and interbeat interval values, relations between BRS and blood pressure buffering, and between blood pressure buffering and resonance were examined.
Methods
The simulation model we used for this study represents short-term human blood pressure control without breathing modulation. It is tuned for supine posture. This model -programmed in Matlab Simulink (The MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA) -is, apart from some modifications, similar to the model as earlier designed and validated by TenVoorde (46).
Model description
A gross overview of the autonomically controlled model is given in Figure 1 (see Table 1and Table 2 volume Q n is produced by the one-chamber Starling heart. It depends on interbeat interval I n , venous return volume V n and a contractility volume term C n :
where , n is a left ventricle filling factor:
, n = 0.5 + 0.5 I n / 1000.
As this model will only be used to simulate different autonomic control states, rather than different hemodynamic states (like standing posture), changes in cardiac contractility and venous return appear to generate only very small fluctuations in stroke volume (<5%). Therefore, we simplified above relation into:
where Starling heart filling parameter V ref indicates the stroke volume when , n = 1.
Stroke volume, Q n , assuming a constant arterial compliance C A , determines pulse pressure P n by:
accurate systolic blood pressure values. Finally, systolic pressure S n is computed by adding P n and D n .
Baroreceptor section
The baroreceptors are modeled linearly within a range of threshold of 90 mmHg and saturation level of 150 mmHg. At the baroreceptors, the systolic blood pressure S n is compared with a low-pass filtered systolic blood pressure reference value. This value functions as a dynamic blood pressure set point, mimicking the physiologic process of baroreceptor resetting (47; 50; 51). The pressure variability source is added at the input of the baroreflex, rendering a sample and hold systolic blood pressure variability signal SBP, the first model output signal.
Autonomic control section
In the time-continuous autonomic control section, SBP is converted into an afferent neural signal N E by factorizing this signal by the baroreceptor sensitivity coefficient M N . This signal concerns as input for three effectors: -vagal heart rate control (output: vagal signal n); -sympathetic heart rate control (output: sympathetic signal m); -sympathetic peripheral resistance control (output Windkessel time constant T);
The vagal signal n represents vagal heart rate deceleration (0<n<1), while the sympathetic signal m represents sympathetic heart rate acceleration (m>1).
The three effectors are modeled in frequency-dependent functional blocks, with specific sensitivity coefficients, time constants, time delays and by autonomic tones (N, M H and M PR ; see Table 1 for actual values). In addition to these model parameters, extra baroreflex gain multipliers (S H , V and S PR ) were added to strengthen or weaken the role of each baroreflex effector.
The neural time-continuous part and the hemodynamic beat-to-beat part are interconnected by an Integral Pulse Frequency Modulator (IPFM), which simulates cardiac pacemaker function (18) . Rosenblueth and Simeone (40) have demonstrated that combined sympathetic and vagal influences on the sinus node contribute to the actual heart rate R according to the following relationship: R = R 0 ·m·n, where R 0 is the intrinsic heart rate. Integration of incoming neural activity results in the generation of the heart interval length I n (18) . This interbeat interval IBI is the second model output signal.
Adjustable model parameters
Thus, the model is controlled by seven parameters: one (V ref ) for stroke volume, three (M H , N and M PR ) for autonomic outflow, and three (S H , V and S PR ) multipliers for the gains in the three baroreflex limbs.
The first four parameters for stroke volume and autonomic outflow were set as two fixed combinations (Table 1) to represent either normal physiological, or abnormal pathological resting conditions. With an increased sympathetic tone to the heart and to the peripheral resistance, and decreased parasympathetic tone and reference stroke volume, the pathological parameter settings represent a serious pathologic condition resembling congestive heart failure.
Compared to the physiological conditions, the resting heart rate is higher (90 bpm instead of 60 bpm), and the average systolic blood pressure is slightly lower (114 mmHg instead of 120 mmHg).
The last three parameters serve as potentiometers (multipliers) on the vagal and sympathetic baroreflex gains to the heart and to the peripheral resistance; V = S H = S PR = 1 is the reference value that is to represent a normally working baroreflex. When one of these parameter values equals 0, the corresponding limb of the baroreflex does not react to changes of SBP with respect to the reference value and the corresponding effector output becomes the (fixed) tone. A value of 0.5 corresponds to weak involvement. The maximum value of these parameters is 3; this value corresponds to a strong involvement of a given baroreflex limb, e.g., as found in highly trained subjects. 
Simulations and frequency characteristics

Results
The simulation results obtained under physiological and pathological conditions (see Table 1 
Discussion
We used a mathematical model to investigate the relation between baroreflex sensitivity (BRS, an index of baroreflex vigor) and baroreflex mediated blood pressure buffering capacity. This relation is not straightforward since the involved efferent baroreflex limbs (vagal and sympathetic pathways to the heart, and sympathetic pathways to the peripheral vasculature, respectively) differ. Moreover, baroreflex buffering occurs at lower frequencies than the All frequency characteristics had a smooth character, and even with striking resonance the transfer function did not show discontinuous or deviant behavior when compared with its value below and above the frequency band of resonance (see Figure 2) . In the following, the simulation results will be discussed in the order they have been presented in Figure 3 .
Baroreflex gains and blood pressure buffering capacity
Our results suggest a predominant role for the sympathetic limb to the peripheral vasculature for the blood pressure buffering capacity of the arterial baroreflex ( Figure 3, panel A) . There is almost no difference in buffering capacity between the physiological and the pathological conditions. This result clearly illustrates the fact that efficacy of baroreflex mediated blood pressure control rests on dynamic control of the peripheral resistance. Modulation of heart rate by baroreflex mediated modulation of the vagal and sympathetic tone to the heart is not very relevant for blood pressure control in the frequency range of interest for this study (0.05 to 0.3 Hz).
Obviously, the simulation results may not be interpreted in such a way that baroreflex mediated blood pressure buffering in patients is not different from that in healthy subjects. The sympathetic feedback gain to the peripheral vasculature is the decisive factor here. We speculate that this gain will be lower in patients. Hence, it may have been somewhat unrealistic to extend the simulations in pathological conditions to a similar value of S PR than the simulations in physiological conditions. The consequence of our speculation would be that the blood pressure buffering capacity in patients is smaller than that in healthy subjects.
Baroreflex gains and baroreflex sensitivity
Baroreflex sensitivity is linear with, and depends almost exclusively on the vagal feedback gain to the heart (Figure 3, panel B) . The slopes of the linear regressions (6.9 and 4.0 ms·mmHg -1 with physiological and pathological conditions, respectively) are merely to be explained on the basis of heart rate differences between these two situations and the way the integral-pulsefrequency modulator (18) reacts to fluctuations in vagal tone. The fact that BRS depends on heart rate has been recognized earlier (1) and proposals have been done to normalize BRS on heart rate, or, alternatively, to express BRS in Resonance, the price to be paid for buffering, is likely to be useless in terms of homeostasis. At the same time it may be an innocent phenomenon without any negative impact for the organism (22). The fact that Mayer waves, useless or not, exist, facilitates spectral BRS assessment in the LF band, by creating an input signal (blood pressure variability) for the baroreflex of which the output signal (heart rate variability) can easily be measured. There is no inherent signal analysis problem in measuring BRS by the transfer function around the resonance frequency. However, the 180° degrees phase shift caused by the time lag in the sympathetic efferent baroreflex limb to the heart with respect to the phase shift in the efferent vagal limb, that has a much shorter time lag, may cause the sympathetic and vagal limbs to the heart to counteract in the LF band. This effect will become prominent with increased sympathetic gain to the heart (see, e.g., Figure 
Blood pressure buffering capacity and Mayer waves
Limitations of the model
Basic to our study is the representativeness of the mathematical model. The original model has extensively been validated (46), amongst others by comparing the results of modeled vagal blockade and of standing with real world observations. The modified model, however, has a simplified hemodynamic structure. Since the simulations addressed blood pressure and heart rate control in the supine posture only, the dynamic control capabilities of cardiac contractility and venous return on cardiac output and hence, blood pressure, have completely been removed (obviously, such a simplification cannot be made in cases where the average IBI changes due to an altering circulatory load). Elimination of these feedforward mechanisms enabled us to concentrate on the role of the various baroreflex gains, especially in the LFband, rather than steady state phenomena in the lower frequencies. As our simulation results are still comparable with the various spectra produced by the original model, we do believe that our model still produces relevant spectra.
The modified model that was used for our current study generates and explains some situations that are known from the clinic. It is obvious that the resonance phenomenon in the LF band, generally known as Mayer waves (33) proportional to the product of heart rate and systolic blood pressure (3; 29).
A final remark regards the phenomenon as seen in Figure 2 , panel A3. It appears that BRS (the TF between 0.05 and 0.15 Hz.) may lower with high sympathetic gain to the heart. This is caused by the differences in the latencies/time constants in the sympathetic (17; 41) and vagal (6; 48) limbs, bringing the vagal and the sympathetic effects in counterphase in the BRS frequency band. Hence, there are situations thinkable in which cancellation of vagal effects on heart rate by concurring sympathetic effects on heart rate in counterphase incorrectly suggest a deficient baroreflex. For higher frequencies, the influence of the sympathetic feedback gain weakens and disappears due to a low pass filtering effect caused by slow neurotransmitter diffusion at the synaptic clefts (17) .
Conclusions
In conclusion, our simulation study suggests that, within the limitations of the model, BRS and baroreflex mediated blood pressure buffering are unrelated baroreflex features unless there is a good physiological reason to assume a fixed relation between the baroreflex feedback gains in the efferent baroreflex limbs to the heart and peripheral vasculature.
Also, we conclude that baroreflex mediated blood pressure buffering capacity is almost uniquely determined by the sympathetic baroreflex feedback gain to the peripheral vasculature, while BRS is almost uniquely determined by the vagal feedback gain to the sinus node. Table 1 and Table 2 . Table 1 
